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The end of Adobe Flash?
 
The ubiquitous Adobe Flash usage and support are 
waning rapidly. Google has withdrawn its support, 
Mozilla’s Firefox and Facebook have also 
discontinued supporting Flash.
 
This mostly has to do with security flaws. These 
“so-called zero-day vulnerabilities (a security hole 
that hackers find before the software company does) 
are found on Flash with such regularity they almost 
feel like a feature,” from Brian Barret at wired.com.
 
In an interview with Media Daily News, Brightcove 
CEO David Mendels offers, “there's no perfectly 
secure system. There's a constant race between 
those who build secure technology for the open 
Internet and hackers who continually try to exploit 
the system. Today, those technologies are healthy. 
They're being advanced by Apple, Google,
Facebook and others.”  Analysts expect that over 
time HTML5 will suffer from similar security risks, 
but for now it’s taking over a space that Flash once 
dominated and perhaps signaling the end of Flash 
altogether. 

 

For the Commuter in You
 
One way or another you’re probably checking your 
phone before or on the way to work (if you're not 
driving) in the morning (and afternoon).  We 
thought our fellow commuters might enjoy a short 
list of some of our favorites.
 
For the transit power user, Citymapper is qualified 
commuter partner.  A free app that bookmarks work 
and home, recommends efficient seating based on 
your stops and gives you options from point A to B.
 
For those in their cars, Google Maps is among the 
best as well as Apple Maps if that’s how you roll. If 
you’re looking for a more ‘social’ commute then 
the app Waze aggregates user data to suggest 
optimal routes.
 
For the kick back and relax commute how about 
Audible for the latest best sellers or ever 
entertaining classics.  Overcast is a good app for 
podcasts and programs. You can download your 
favorites and then listen to them off-line. Streaming 
is available too. 
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